Early morning ramblings...
I'm old enough to remember way back when, you never heard
anything from the government. It just sort of worked in the
background of your life. That era ended like, two years ago I
think it was but man, those were the days.
Watchdogs called out the bullshit and press reported that and
the occasional WH praise stories surfaced during any given year,
meanwhile most of us ignored and forgot about the 30% uneducated
racists and their plotting of holding back society and
democracy. Instead, with every passing year we were
concentrating on the 1% owning 99% of everything.
I know, you're maybe thinking since TRAMP didn't make any
effort to combat Russian involvement by now, it's probably
already rigged in his favor, like last time. Maybe so, but the
only way we'll know for sure is if all the other 70% of
Americans vote, you know all the millions that couldn't be
bothered last time. Well these next two times just pick a damn
Independent or a Democrat whether you KNOW them or not. Let's
face it, at this point any lot of professional politicians will
do a better job than DUMPS hobby administration.
The 'great manager' and dealmaker's well-oiled machine is in
shambles. With a 43%-45% turnover rate in his 1st year, by any
historical accounts, is an utter failure. There are also dozens
of vacant, relevant positions still not filled since he took
office.
Arguably no president in history has ever; spent more time
playing golf at the taxpayers expense, spent more time watching
television, required more security at taxpayer expense, been the
center of so many scandalous events, refused to review financial
reports, told as many public–provable lies, been so disrespected
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at home and abroad, had so many staff arrested, had so many
staff "resign" for criminal or ethical breaches, been so
obsessed with destroying their predecessors achievements, than
this so-called president, CON RUMP.
I just can't have Donald Trump in the same sentence with the
word. President. Never have, never will. #NeverTrump
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